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8 - MY JOURNEY TO ENGINEERING

Part 1 - Toddling and Tinkering

“We have to watch him constantly... He takes  things 
apart and puts them back together, turns knobs and 
pushes buttons, and mimics the other kids...” Such was 
my mothers account of my first years  of life 
experimenting with my new world, discovering how 
things work. 

Dear reader,  what was it that drew you, as a child, 
toward science, technology, engineering, or math?

I was born at the end of the 1950s in Burbank, 
California, not too far from Disney Studios. I was a big 
boy, being 3 weeks late,  I weighed 11 lbs,  8 oz. I shared 
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the title of ‘new arrival’ with a big Amana™ upright 
freezer which was  standing by the Christmas tree when 
mom and I came home from the hospital. I was  a child 
in the 1960s,  a time of amazing drive and development; 
Apollo, jumbo jets,  Supersonic Transport, to name a 
few. But my world was much smaller at the time.

What characteristics  did I exhibit those first few 
years;  where was my interest? My mother continued, 
“He would move anything that could move. At the age 
of two,  Kenny was  such a busy little guy, turning things 
on and off, like the water taps.” 

Why did I do this? Was I fascinated with water itself, 
or just thirsty;  did I like to see the water magically 
appear at the turn of the handle or disappear down the 
mysterious hole;  or was  it the sound made as water 
expelled from the faucet or the predictable motion as  it 
swirled down the drain?

As a minor I learned about material properties. 
Stingray bicycles were popular with banana seat and 
high handlebars. I became very proficient riding down 
our slightly inclined road with no hands. I was 
demonstrating this skill to my friends  one day oblivious 
to the parked car in my path. I hit the car and received 
bruises to body and ego. Like a bowling ball plowing 
through two remaining pins for a spare, my two 
handlebars were no match for the kinetic energy of my 
body;  they sheared right of—Did you know that welded 
soft-metal handlebars are never as  good as the original?
And who did the welding? My dad.

My dad was a handyman,  my mom was busy with 
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handicrafts;  both were very service minded. My father 
made cabinets  and furniture for a living. I enjoyed 
visiting his shop,  examining the machines and tools,  and 
learning how to read blueprints (architectural drawings). 
On occasion dad would take me with him to help him 
measure a job. I became very comfortable with 
hammer,  measuring tape, chalk-line, and basic 
carpenter tools. As  a cub scout I made a small catapult; 
when at home, I worked on my tree house. My dad 
taught me how to work. Thanks  Mom and Dad for a 
great start. Such are the clues that may have steered me 
toward engineering...

Part 2 - Drafting to Engineering

I was  ten and a half years old when Neil Armstrong 
stepped onto the lunar dust and into the history books. 
Wow, I thought,  looking up that evening at the 
moon, half illuminated by the setting sun, how amazing 
is that? My childhood thoughts  of “The Man in the 
Moon” were changed forever to, “Men on the moon.”

At my dad’s  work back on earth, they manufactured 
wood panel products with routed or grooved patterns 
on the panel surface. They had an automated machine 
that held the panel upright while a vertically and 
horizontally moving, two-axis router would carve a 
design based on data from a punched tape and tape 
reader (yes, a punched tape; remember this was the   
60s and 70s).   On one occasion,  they were having 
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trouble getting the plunge axis to work. This axis would 
thrust or retract the router blade into or away from the 
panel.   If the router did not plunge or retract correctly, 
it would carve where it shouldn't or it would miss 
carving where it should have carved. If this happened, 
they would have to scrap the panel at some expense. 
They invited me,  the managers  11-year-old son, to assist 
the machine by making sure that when it was supposed 
to plunge, that it did, and that when it was supposed to 
retract,  that it did. I stood in sawdust close to the 
machine and watched a light on the computer or tape 
reader and if the router did not retract,  I would grab a 
bar and pull it out and vice versa. The workers  labeled 
me,  'The Automated In and Out.'  Even though faulty,  I 
thought that machine was amazing.

After routing some of their products,  they covered 
them with thin decorative vinyl by coating the wood 
surface with adhesive,  then vacuum-applying the plastic 
to the panels  or other furniture (In the 30s and 40s, 
wood-grain vinyl was  also used on cars  called Woodies - 
before my time).   In some cases  this furniture vinyl 
plastic became a hinge for folding mitered panels  into a 
box shape. How ingenious; how clever. Searching the 
internet,  I found an old newspaper article on the 
company; Sculptured Wood Products.

I enjoyed math,  wood & metal shop, photography, 
guitar, hiking,  skiing, and backpacking. I even used my 
mom’s  sewing machine to make my own backpack from 
a kit. The backpack was nice,  but I was more fascinated 
with the gears and shafts  inside the sewing machine (I 
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removed the top when my mom wasn’t looking). In 
shop I made a model sailboat, a footstool,  a gavel, a 
book shelf and a cedar chest. In photography, I enjoyed 
the creative artistic aspects  of photo composition as  well 
as  chemical development of film and paper. I had a 
darkroom and equipment for developing black and 
white film and paper. I took my camera hiking,  skiing, 
and to most activities.

Before the days of portable stereos,  I built a wooden 
box and mounted an old 8-Track car stereo inside,  with 
power supply and speakers  and took it on outings with 
friends  (No vinyl on this one). I enjoyed basic electrical 
wiring.

During high school, I took drafting every year. I 
enjoyed it;  my mechanical pencil was  cool. I enjoyed 
drawing mechanical objects and architectural structures 
and renderings. I thought I was  pretty good at it and for 
a time wanted to become an architect. Working for my 
father over the years gave me lots  of exposure to 
drawings, cabinetry,  and construction sites;  however, as 
I worked on wood products, I seemed more interested 
in the machines than in the items being built by them.

At the university I toured campus, talked to 
professors, and took aptitude tests. I narrowed it down 
to Communications and Engineering. No one in my 
immediate family was an engineer but it was drawing 
me in. Engineering seemed more practical and 
interesting because I wanted to design mechanisms and 
machines. I declared my major as  Mechanical 
Engineering. I loved statics, dynamics,  and kinematics. I 
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would come home from numerical methods class  and 
program the days learning into my Atari 800 (a 
personal computer with a whopping 16 kilobytes of 
RAM memory, no flash memory and no disc drive. I 
used a magnetic cassette tape to store my programs) I 
was proud of  my accomplishments.

After a little research (before Google and even the 
internet)  I figured out how to reprogram my computers’ 
joystick port for 'output' and used it to control a little 
electric motor I took from an old printer.

During college I continue to work for my dad. He 
allowed me (with little or no budget) to build a few 
simple gadgets and machines to help production. While 
cutting or assembling a thousand drawers for hotel-
room dressers  and night stands,  my mind was  always on 
efficiency, “How can this job be done faster and more 
accurate?” I even explored books  on Operations 
Research and the classical “Cutting Stock” problem so I 
could write software to help decide how to get the most 
out of  a sheet of  plywood.

Yes,  I was drawn to engineering and my mind was 
always  solving problems. I enjoyed the challenge and I 
couldn’t wait to graduate and go to work as  a real 
engineer.

Part 3 - From College to Industry

“What are these photos you brought?” The 
interviewer asked during my senior year at the 
university. I was applying for my first engineering job 
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and I brought pictures of the devices I had made for my 
dad’s  cabinet shop. I think it was the photos  that 
convinced the interviewer that I had good practical 
hands-on engineering experience. I got the job. We 
packed up our little household and moved to California, 
or should I say ‘returned to California,’  the place of my 
birth.

My assignment? Design and test supporting 
structures  for satellite payloads. Requirements? High 
strength to weight ratios with high reliability. I learned 
about space environments, material properties, 
computer aided design systems, and how aerospace 
companies work.

After a couple years I became a test engineer,  then 
system safety analyst, then electronics packaging 
designer,  then... Each assignment gave me experience in 
new areas  of engineering. I tried diligently to learn 
company goals  and objectives and participate in process 
improvement initiatives. This focus brought trust and 
new opportunities  to serve and grow. But I wasn’t 
finished with school yet. I wanted a masters degree and 
I wanted to continue my education; I loved to learn.

I applied for graduate school,  was accepted and 
returned to the university. 

I was in tears as I left the math building one warm 
June day. Summer on college campus was relatively 
quiet, but my mind was clamoring with the noise of 
theorems and derivations, and proofs  drumming away 
at my confidence. “What have I gotten myself into?” I 
thought. I had left a good paying job and returned to 
college after nine years to pursue a master of science 
degree in mechanical engineering. The very first class I 
had was Linear Algebra. It was a lot of work relearning 
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m at r i c e s a n d ve c t o r s ,  m ov i n g i n t o l i n e a r 
transformations,  determinants,  eigenvalues  and all their 
applications. There were times when I didn’t know if I 
could do it, but I kept at it and looked for ways each day 
to apply my new knowledge so that it would be 
interesting and meaningful. How meaningful could 
Linear Algebra be?

Do you remember the other day when you played a 
video game, or went to an animated digital movie. How 
did the movie makers make those complex graphic 
images look so convincing and real? Perhaps  just today 
you swiped your fingers on a touch pad or touch screen 
and the photograph you just captured moved or rotated 
or zoomed at your command. Chances are pretty good 
that the people who programmed your device used 
linear algebra or matrix arithmetic to pan, zoom, scale, 
rotate,  or even give depth perspective and reflection to 
the scene making it look real, like you were really there.

If you think of each point or pixel on the screen as  a 
member of a large array or matrix of vectors (↗: lines 

with magnitude and direction),  then using the rules or 
theorems of linear algebra you can program all these 
points to move or change color or take on different 
shades  of grey or even reflect light coming from another 
point (a.k.a.,  ray tracing). You can even make one object 
appear to disappear behind the one in front of it (It’s 
called “hidden line or object removal”). It’s pretty 
amazing actually. Suppose one matrix represents an 
object on your screen, say the eight corners of a cube, 
and let’s  say you throw the cube off a tall building, or at 
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least you want your audience to think it is  really being 
thrown off a building, you can use the laws of physics 
(classical mechanics)  to calculate what a real cube would 
do as it falls  (speed,  rotation,  trajectory or arc),  and then 
multiply the cube matrix by the speed,  rotation, and 
trajectory pipeline of matrices to get the next frame of 
the movie, update the pixels on the screen and then 
repeat the process over and over again forty times  per 
second until the cube hits  the ground. But wait,  don’t 
stop there, you can continue the scene as the cube 
bounces or crushes, or gets stepped on... 

Linear Algebra is used in computer graphics, games, 
chemistry, flying real airplanes,  economics, forecasting 
the weather, data compression (e.g. JPEG), sociology, 
traffic flow,  electrical circuits,  and many many other 
applications.

During my graduate work, and after,  I have used 
Linear Algebra to write my own computer graphics 
software, develop mechanical systems to reshape 
complex surfaces,  and many other things. When I 
create using a computer aided design (CAD) 
application,  I understand what the software is  doing 
when I click the mouse or drag a feature from one point 
to another. When I sit down to a digitally animated 
movie,  I’m a little distracted from the story because “I 
know how they do it!” I know how they made all those 
characters move around and do what they do. Linear 
Algebra is a powerful tool. No tears anymore, just 
determination. I still don’t have all the rules  memorized; 
but that’s okay,  they’re not hidden. I know where to find 
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them. (Keep your textbooks)
In graduate school I took Linear Algebra, finite 

element method,  CAD software development, and 
utilized these tools  in my thesis  to research numerical-
to-physical surface shape manipulation. I wanted to 
morph surfaces; surfaces that could be used as  forms to 
shape other objects. I applied for funding and built 
numerically controlled surfaces (See Engineering Story 
“The Ribbon Cutting” for a fictionalized story based on 
my thesis). While the academics were fresh in mind, I 
took the professional engineering exam and received my 
license to make sure doors  of opportunity were always 
open.

Following graduate school, I worked in industrial 
automation designing new methods to handle printed 
circuit boards during production (See fictionalized 
Engineering Story “Get A Grip”). I also worked as  an 
Engineering Manager during those years. I think the 
master of science degree was an advantage in my 
career. Eventually I returned to the aerospace world 
with modeling and simulation work on guidance, 
navigation, and control instruments. Along the way I 
developed my writing skills,  a plus that opened more 
and more opportunities.

I have also looked for opportunities to serve as a 
mentor to other young engineers;  another investment 
with definite returns. Although not my motive, I was 
always  improved, when I sought to improve and help 
others. Several stories in this  book, for example,  are 
based on experiences gained while coaching and 
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mentoring engineering college seniors.
Such has been my satisfying journey to and through 

engineering. What will your journey be like?
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SYNOPSIS OF OTHER ENGINEERING 
STORIES

In Get a Grip, a young engineer is  astonished to be 
assigned to an experienced team responsible for developing 
critical automation in the manufacture of smart phones. She 
travels  with the team on a foreign customer visit, participates 
in creative concept generation, and helps  the team through 
difficult setbacks and technical problems.

In The Orbital Mechanic, a solar flare knocks  a space 
probe off course endangering a costly mission. A simple  
solution comes  just in time from an unlikely source to save 
the spacecraft. In this  story, learn how engineers  use science, 
math and physics  to get spaceships  from Earth out to distant 
planets and beyond.

In Foot Notes, an engineer is  faced with the daunting 
task of inventing a cost effective foot scanner in a short 
amount of time, driven to search for and consider possible 
solutions, taking clues from the near and far, the past and 
present, the people and objects  all around. After much effort, 
old impractical perceptions  are pushed aside by new 
achievable techniques.

In Quick Step, an engineering team is  required to create 
a way to make customer arch supports  (orthotics) in 30 
minutes. They face hurdle after hurdle as  they try to find an 
answer to a fundamental friction problem. In the end, after 
much frustration, determination and creativity, they stumble 
onto a completely different yet very elegant approach.

In Cutting Edge, a student engineering team wins a bid 
to develop an automated synthetic diamond cleaning 
(blasting) machine. They familiarize and immerse themselves 
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in customer needs, write specifications, research similar 
equipment, brainstorm solutions  and evaluate their options. 
They experience the pain of unforeseen problems  and the 
thrill of success  looking externally and internally to find 
answers to complex questions.

In Speed Reader, two engineers  have been working 
hard for weeks  to prepare for and demonstrate the capability 
of their design. On the Friday of their last week of testing, 
the customer is  not fully satisfied, launching the engineers 
into a last minute creative mode to find a quick and reliable 
solution, and to save their weekend plans.

In The Ribbon Cutting, three engineers  work to create 
a complex system, a cutting machine with a blade that 
automatically morphs  into shapes  needed for unique 
products. Ideas  and solutions  are found all around them, in 
their hobbies, in other machines, in books  and online. Their 
specific talents  unite as  they help each other move their 
company forward. 

Use the following key words to search for additional 
Engineering Stories.

“Hardman” AND “Engineering Stories”

SYNOPSIS OF EACH STORY
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